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[1] A new radar imaging model of ocean current features is proposed. The simulated
normalized radar cross section (NRCS) takes into account scattering from ‘‘regular’’
surfaces (by means of resonant Bragg scattering and specular reflections) and scattering
from breaking waves. The description of background wind waves and their transformation
in nonuniform medium is based on solution of the wave action conservation equation.
Wave breaking plays a key role in the radar imaging model. Breaking waves scatter radio
waves (thus directly contributing to the NRCS), provide energy dissipation in wind waves
(thus defining the wave spectrum of intermediate scale waves), and generate short surface
waves (thus affecting Bragg scattering). Surface current, surfactants accumulated in the
convergence zone, and varying wind field are considered as the main sources for the
NRCS manifestations of current features. The latter source can result from transformation
of atmospheric boundary layer over the sea surface temperature front. It is shown that
modulation of wave breaking significantly influences both radar returns and short wind
waves. In the range of short gravity waves related to Ku- X-, and C-bands, the modulation
of Bragg waves through wave breaking is the governing mechanism. The model is tested
against well-controlled experiments including JOWIP, SARSEX, and CoastWatch-95. A
reasonably good agreement between model and observations is obtained.
Citation: Kudryavtsev, V., D. Akimov, J. Johannessen, and B. Chapron (2005), On radar imaging of current features: 1. Model and
comparison with observations, J. Geophys. Res., 110, C07016, doi:10.1029/2004JC002505.
1. Introduction
[2] Manifestation of ocean surface features such as
meandering fronts with convergence and divergence zones,
eddies, and internal waves have been regularly observed and
documented in SAR images since the SEASAT L-band SAR
in 1978 [Beal et al., 1981]. Wave-current interactions,
suppression of short wind wave by surfactants (accumulated
in the current convergence), and varying wind field resulting
from the transformation of the atmospheric boundary layer
across sea surface temperature front are commonly accepted
as mechanisms responsible for the manifestation of such
ocean features [e.g.,Marmorino et al., 1994; Johannessen et
al., 1996; Espedal et al., 1998; Beal et al., 1997; Chubb et
al., 1999; Cooper et al., 1994; Vogelzang et al., 1991;
Hughes and Dawson, 1988; Gasparovich et al., 1988].
[3] Radar imaging models combine microwave scattering
with the wave action (energy) conservation equation written
in relaxation approximation [e.g., Hughes, 1978; Thompson
et al., 1988; Lyzenga and Bennett, 1988]. The main differ-
ence between the models relates to the description of radar
scattering and the parameterization of the relaxation rate.
One of the first imaging models proposed by Alpers and
Hennings [1984] was based on the Bragg scattering theory,
and they revealed that such models dramatically underesti-
mate observed radar signatures at all radar frequencies
above perhaps L-band. The reason for this is that the
relaxation rate of shorter gravity waves, such as for C-band,
is very fast and thus prohibited to be modulated by typical
current gradients with a width of the order of 1 km.
[4] Building on the Bragg scattering theory, radar imag-
ing models have gradually evolved and improved following
the introduction of the integral equation method [Holliday et
al., 1986] and the composite scattering modeling [Lyzenga
and Bennett, 1988; Thompson, 1988]. In short, these models
indicated that intermediate scale waves carrying the shorter
Bragg waves play a crucial role in the formation of radar
signatures. Through changes in tilt modulation and specular
reflection imposed by current gradients, the inclusion of
these longer waves with weaker relaxation rate reduces the
gap between simulated and observed radar cross-section
anomalies. However, in spite of general improvement,
discrepancies were still significant in several specific cases
regarding imaging of internal waves and tidal currents on
shallow water [see, e.g., Romeiser and Alpers, 1997;
Lyzenga and Bennett, 1988; Cooper et al., 1994].
[5] Several authors suggested that this discrepancy might
be explained by the effect of wave breaking on microwave
scattering. Using experimental findings by Walker et al.
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[1996] for stationary wave breakers, Lyzenga [1996] related
the generation of short surface waves to energy dissipation
due to breaking of longer waves. Assuming that wave
breaking imposes a hard upper limit to wave spectrum,
he found that energy input from the current gradient
causes additional energy dissipation which in turn results in
enhancement of shorter gravity waves, in particular Bragg
waves. His estimates qualitatively showed that this effect
might have an important contribution to radar signatures of
current gradients.
[6] Moreover, in studies by Chubb et al. [1999] and
Jansen et al. [1998] effect of wave breaking was accounted
for through their direct contribution to radar scattering.
They incorporated microwave scattering from individual
breakers at grazing angles proposed by Wetzel [1986], and
statistics of wave breaking based on the threshold level
approach developed by Snyder and Kennedy [1983]. After
a tuning of the model parameters, they reached an agree-
ment between model prediction and radar signatures of
the Gulf Stream current convergence fronts. However,
the model possesses some internal inconsistencies. First,
expression for the individual breaker radar cross section
obtained by Wetzel [1986] for grazing angles is extrapo-
lated and used in the radar imaging model at arbitrary
incidence angles. Second, the energy dissipation due to
wave breaking is proportional to the spectrum square
without any justification. Finally, the wave breaking pro-
cess is described by a very different manner in the
electromagnetic and the wave action conservation compo-
nents of the radar imaging model.
[7] In the present study we propose a radar imaging
model of current features based on the normalized radar
cross section (NRCS) model by Kudryavtsev et al. [2003a].
Statistical properties of the sea surface results from solution
of the energy balance equation where wind forcing, viscous
and wave breaking dissipation, wave-wave interactions, and
generation of short waves by breaking waves of longer
scales are taken into account. The latter mechanism is
described by Kudryavtsev and Johannessen [2004], and
though it does not significantly alter the background wave
spectrum, it plays a crucial role in the context of wave
modulations by a surface current. In this paper the same
energy balance equation is used for description of both the
background surface and its disturbances caused by surface
current features. Unlike previous studies, the same wave
breaking statistics (length of the wave breaking crest)
proposed by Phillips [1985] is adopted in the wave energy
balance equation and the radio wave scattering model. This
ensures a consistent description of the radio wave scattering
and hydrodynamic component of the radar imaging model
in the context of energy dissipation and wave breaking.
[8] The background NRCS model has been extensively
verified on available data obtained at different geometry.
Kudryavtsev et al. [2003b] applied the background model for
the radar modulation transfer function (MTF) studies. In the
present study we make further improvement and extend the
model to imaging of surface current features. The model with
key new formulations is presented in sections 2, 3, and 4,
followed by the model validation by existing airborne radar
signatures of internal waves (JOWIP [Hughes and Dawson,
1988] and SARSEX [Gasparovich et al., 1988]) and ERS-1/2
satellite SAR radar signatures of the Norwegian Coastal
Current (CoastWatch-95 experiment [Johannessen et al.,
1997]) in section 5. The conclusion is given in section 6.
Note that in the present study we do not consider SAR
imaging artifacts (such as velocity bunching). Thus the
proposed model is de facto a real aperture radar imaging
model.
2. Radar Scattering From the Sea Surface
[9] The primary challenge in radar image modeling is the
need to ensure consistency between the parameterization of
scattering mechanisms and the physical characterization of
sources and sinks in the wave action conservation equation.
This is respectively addressed in the sections 2.1 and 2.2,
followed by a brief comparison with empirical results in
section 2.3.
2.1. Governing Equations for Radar Scattering
[10] Following the background NRCS model by
Kudryavtsev et al. [2003a], the sea surface is represented
as a ‘‘regular’’ (nonbreaking) wavy surface combined with a
number of breaking zones. It is well known that breaking
waves provide a strong spike-like radar signal. Though the
fraction of the sea surface covered by breaking waves is
usually small, they may nevertheless significantly contrib-
ute to the NRCS. Radar scattering from the regular surface
and from the wave breaking zones are statistically indepen-




0R 1 qð Þ þ s0bq; ð1Þ
where s0R
p and s0b are the NRCS of the regular surface and a
wave breaking zone correspondingly, and q is fraction of the
sea surface covered by breaking zones.
[11] Radar scattering from the regular surface is described
within the frame of the composite model combining spec-
ular reflection and resonant (Bragg) scattering mechanisms.
The composite model was first derived from physical argu-
ments by Valenzuela et al. [1971], and derived rigorously by
Bahar [1981], and later by Thompson [1988]. It reads
sp0R qð Þ ¼ pR2 sec4 q  P hi; hnð Þ





sp0br q hið ÞP hið Þdhi; ð2Þ
where q is the incidence angle; R2 is an effective Fresnel
reflection coefficient; P(hi) and P(hi,hn) are one- and two-
dimensional probability density functions of the sea surface
slope in the direction of the incidence plane (hi) and in the
orthogonal direction (hn); s0br
p is the Bragg scattering NRCS
expressed as
sp0br q
0ð Þ ¼ 16pk4r GP q
0ð Þj j2Sr kb;jð Þ; ð3Þ
where kr is the radio wave number; q
0 = q  arctan (hi) is
the local incidence angle (which can be approximated by
q0 = q  hi for small slopes); j is the azimuth (radar look
direction) relative to the wind direction; jGpj2 is the
geometric scattering coefficients (their expressions are
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given by, for example, Plant [1990]); kb = 2kr sin q
0 is the
local wave number of the Bragg waves; and Sr (kb, j) is the
wave number (folded) spectrum of the surface elevations.
[12] In composite models the wave spectrum is divided in
two intervals: small-scale waves k > kd (with elevation
variance hS
2) and large-scale waves k < kd. The dividing
wave number is kd = d  kr, where d is a constant less than
unit. In this study we choose d = 1/4 in close agreement
with Thompson [1988]. Small-scale waves with k > kd
provide resonant scattering, while large-scale waves affect
the scattering via random changes in the local incidence
angle and rotation of the incidence plane. Resonant scatter-
ing takes place on the surface patches where the local Bragg
wave number exceeds kd, i.e., where the condition
2kr sin q arctan hið Þj j 	 kd ð4Þ
is fulfilled. This condition defines domain of integration
over the surface slopes G in the second term of (2).
G ¼ ½hi  tan q d=2ð Þ [ hi 	 tan qþ d=2ð Þ: ð5Þ
To obtain (5) we used the fact that quantity d/2 is small. The
surface patches where condition (4) is not fulfilled (or hi 62
G) do not contribute to the radar return by means of the
Bragg scattering, but provide radar return due to the
specular reflection (the first term in (2)). In this case, small-
scale roughness reduces the nominal Fresnel reflection
coefficient by factor: exp(4kr2hs2) [e.g., Holliday et al.,
1986; Thompson, 1988].
[13] Note the following. First, in Bragg scattering com-
ponent we do not account for the effect of tilt across the
incidence plane. As shown by Plant [1990], this effect is
negligible for VV-polarization. In HH-polarization this
effect slightly modifies the geometric coefficient jG(q 
hi,hn)j2. However, it does not contribute significantly to the
NRCS at small and moderate incidence angles [see, e.g.,
Kudryavtsev et al., 2003a, Figure 5]. Second, additional
impact on resonant scattering may come from hydrodynamic
modulations of Bragg waves by longer surface waves. Model
calculations done by, for example,Kudryavtsev et al. [2003a]
showed that this effect is not strong (it gives only some
upwind/downwind difference) and can be omitted in the
radar imaging problem. Third, at moderate incidence angle,
the integral in (2) can be effectively evaluated due to
expansion of the integrand into Taylor series up to the second
order. This was done in the background NRCS model and in,
for example, the model by Romeiser and Alpers [1997].
However, at q < (20–25) (that is, the case of SAR
observations), this expansion very quickly loses its validity
[see, e.g., Kudryavtsev et al., 2003a, Figure 6].
[14] Regarding the specular reflection, it is usually
accepted that the probability density function of the sea
surface slope is near Gaussian. The two-dimensional
probability density function for the surface slopes in the
incidence plane and in the orthogonal direction reads













where D2 = h2nh
2
i  (hihn)2 is the determinant of the
covariance matrix. Elements of this matrix are related to the
upwind sup
2 and cross-wind scr
2 mean square slopes as
h2i ¼ s2up cos2 jþ s2cr sin2 j; ð7Þ
h2n ¼ s2cr cos2 jþ s2up sin2 j; ð8Þ
hihn ¼ s2up  s2cr
 
cosj sinj; ð9Þ
where j is the radar look direction in respect to the wind
velocity vector. Using (7)–(9), it is easy to check that the
covariance matrix is invariant in respect to the radar look
direction j and equal to D2 = sup
2 scr
2 . Then accounting for the
conditions of specular reflection (hi = tan q,hn = 0), the first
term of (2) is reduced to
pR2 sec4 qP hi; hnð Þ















2 sin2 j + scr
2 cos2 j) is the mean square
slope satisfying conditions of the specular reflections.
[15] The second term in (1) describes contribution of
wave breaking to the sea surface NRCS. As suggested by
Kudryavtsev et al. [2003a], the radar scattering from an
individual breaking zone can be described as specular
reflections from very rough wave breaking patterns, and
only breaking of waves with wave numbers much less (in
10 and more times) than kr can contribute to the radio wave
scattering. The NRCS of an individual wave-breaking zone
is
s0b q;jð Þ ¼ s0wb qð Þ 1þMwbqwbAwb jð Þ
 	
; ð11Þ
where s0wb is similar to (10) and reads






2 is the mean square slope of the breaking zone
roughness (which is assumed isotropic); ewb is the ratio of
vertical to horizontal scale of the breaking zone; Mwb =
(1/s0wb)ds0wb/dq is a tilting transfer function; qwb is mean
tilt of wave breaking zones; and Awb (j) is the angular
distribution of scattering from breaking waves, providing,
in particular, the NRCS upwind/downwind difference.
The geometrical properties of breaking waves are self-
similar [Phillips, 1985], therefore swb
2 and ewb universal
constants are chosen so as to fit the measurements, i.e.,
swb
2 = 0.19, ewb = 5  103.
[16] To calculate the NRCS in (1) with (11) and (12), one
needs to know the spectrum of Bragg waves, the mean
square slope, and fraction of the sea surface covered by
breaking areas. At a given spectrum the up- and cross-wind
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where B(k) is the saturation spectrum. As shown below, the
fraction of the sea surface q covered with breaking waves is
also related to this saturation spectrum. To complete the
model, we need to quantify the wave spectrum, and its
transformation in the presence of a changing current,
varying wind field and surfactants that result in the
manifestation of surface current features in radar images.
2.2. Model of the Wind Wave Spectrum
2.2.1. Governing Equations
[17] The description of the wave spectrum is based on the
energy balance equation which is more convenient to use in
terms of the wave action spectrum N(k) [e.g., Phillips, 1977],
@N kð Þ
@t
þ cgi þ ui







¼ Q kð Þ=w; ð14Þ
where cgi and ui are components of the wave group velocity
and the surface current (i and j = 1, 2), w and k are the
intrinsic frequency and wave number vector related by the
dispersion relation
w2 ¼ gk þ gk3; ð15Þ
k = jkj, g is the gravity acceleration, g is the surface tension,
and Q(k) is the source of wave energy. The wave height
spectrum F(k), energy spectrum E(k), and wave action
spectrum N(k) are related via E(k) = (w2/k)F(k), and N(k) =
E(k)/w = (w/k)F(k). Note also that the saturation spectrum
B(k) (or the surface curvature spectrum) is expressed as
B(k) = k4 F(k).
[18] The sources and sinks of energy Q(k) consist of the
wind forcing, viscous effects, dissipation via wave breaking,
wave-wave interactions, and shorter wave generation by
wave breaking, and can be written as
Q kð Þ ¼ bn kð ÞwE kð Þ  D kð Þ  Qnl kð Þ þ Qwb kð Þ; ð16Þ
where bn (k) = b(k)  4nk2/w is the effective growth rate,
which is the difference between the wind growth rate b(k)
and the rate of viscous dissipation (n is the viscosity
coefficient). Here the growth rate b(k) is
b kð Þ ¼ Cb u*=c
 2
cosj cosjj j; ð17Þ
where j is the angle between wind and wave number
vectors, u* is air friction velocity, c is the phase velocity; Cb
is a parameter corresponding to the parameterization by
Stewart [1974] Cb= 1.5(rw /rw)(k
1 ln (p/kz0)  c/u*), rw ,
rw are air and water density, k = 0.4, and z0 is roughness
scale. The angular dependence in (17) results from the
sheltering mechanism of wave generation, when the surface
pressure acting on the downwind slope of short wave is
proportional to the squared wind velocity component
perpendicular to the wave crest. Thus short, slowly
propagating surface waves aligned in the wind direction
will grow, while they attenuate in the opposite direction.
[19] The rate of energy dissipation due to wave breaking
D(k) in (16) is [Phillips, 1985]
D kð Þ ¼ bg1c5L kð Þ; ð18Þ
where b is an empirical constant of order 0.01, and L(k) a
statistical measure of wave breaking introduced by Phillips
[1985], so that L(k)dk is the total length per unit area of the
breaking front of surface waves in the wave number range
from k to k+ dk. The term Qnl(k) in (16) is the energy sink
and source terms due to resonant four-wave (in gravity range)
and three-wave (in capillary-gravity range) interactions.
[20] The source term Qwb(k) = Qpc
wb(k) + Qsw
wb(k) describes
generation of short surface waves by wave breaking.
Depending on the scale of a breaking wave, two mecha-
nisms are specified. First, owing to the effect of the surface
tension, short breaking waves with k > kwb (where kwb  2p/
0.3 rad/m) are not disrupted, but produce ‘‘regular’’ trains of
parasitic capillaries (bound waves). These parasitic capil-
laries provide energy losses in breaking waves. Therefore
rate of generation of parasitic capillaries (described by term
Qpc
wb(k)) is proportional to the energy dissipation by the
carrying short gravity wave at wave number kg = kg
2/k,
where kg = (g/g)
1/2 is the wave number of minimum phase
velocity. The description of this mechanism is given by
Kudryavtsev et al. [1999, 2003a], and expression for Qpc
wb(k)
reads
Qwbpc kð Þ  w3k5Ipc kð Þ
Ipc kð Þ ¼ bk1g L kg
 	
f k=kg
 	 ; ð19Þ
where Ipc (k) is dimensionless rate and f(k/kg) is a filter
function which restricts the action of source Ipc (k) in
k-space.
[21] The crests of longer breaking waves with wave
number k < kwb that are disrupted result in mechanical
perturbations of the sea surface. This mechanism is de-
scribed in a recent paper by Kudryavtsev and Johannessen
[2004]. It suggests that a breaking wave crest generates both
subsurface turbulence and enhanced isotropic surface
roughness with a totally saturated spectrum Fwb / k4
confined to the localized breaking zone [see, e.g., Walker
et al., 1996]. Once the wave crest has broken, localized
enhanced roughness further disperses, feeding wave energy
to areas away from the breaking zone. The short wave
energy at a given point results from the total effect of wave
breaking events randomly distributed over the surface. The
rate of short wave (both gravity and capillary) generation
Qsw
wb(k) is isotropic and proportional to Fwb multiplied by the
frequency of wave breaking events per unit area. Expressing
the latter quantity in terms of L(k), the rate of short (gravity
and capillary) wave energy generation by breaking waves is
[Kudryavtsev and Johannessen, 2004]
Qwbsw kð Þ  w3k5Isw kð Þ





where Isw is dimensionless rate, cb = 1.2  102 is an
empirical constant, and km = min(k/ab, kwb) at ab = 10 is the
upper limit of integration defining interval of breaking
waves which generate shorter waves at wave number k. As
shown by Kudryavtsev and Johannessen [2004] in the
capillary range, the efficiency of this mechanism is much
weaker than generation of parasitic capillaries.
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2.2.2. Short Wave Energy Source
[22] The form of the energy source (16) is quite compli-
cated. However, in the equilibrium interval of the spectrum
(far from the spectral peak), it may be significantly simpli-
fied. Here we adopt the same assumptions for L and Qnl as
discussed in the background model [Kudryavtsev et al.,
2003a]. In that model, following Phillips [1985], it was
suggested that in the equilibrium range the L-function (as
well as D) can be parameterized as some power of satura-
tion spectrum normalized on a threshold level a,







In the background model, four-wave resonant interactions
were ignored while three-wave interactions (redistributing
wave energy from the vicinity of minimum phase velocity
toward lower and higher wave numbers) are assumed
quadratic in wave spectrum: Qnl / w3k5B2. Then
accounting for the parameterization (21), the energy source
(16) combined with (18) reads





þ Isw kð Þ þ Ipc kð Þ
 
: ð22Þ
The second term in (22) parameterizes the nonlinear energy
losses due to wave breaking (including generation of
parasitic capillaries by microscale breaking) and three
wave-interactions at k/kg / 1. Parameters a and n in (22)
are functions of k/kg, which are equal to constants a = ag,
(ag = 5 103), n = ng (ng = 5) at k/kg 1, and equal to other
constants (e.g., n = 1) in the vicinity of minimum phase
velocity, at k/kg  1. The third and fourth terms in (22) are
dimensionless rate of short waves (free waves) and parasitic
capillaries (bound waves) generation by wave breaking
defined by (19) and (20). Details of definition of a and n
functions are given by Kudryavtsev et al. [2003a]. Note also
that if Isw = 0 and Ipc = 0, (22) becomes similar to the spectral
model proposed earlier by Donelan and Pierson [1987].
[23] At uniform conditions (no surface current and wind
is steady) the shape of the equilibrium spectrum can be
found as the solution of equation
Q B kð Þ½  ¼ 0: ð23Þ
This equation is easily solved numerically. However, below
we shall use some approximate solutions, which are the
following. In the range k  kg (which is the most interesting
for radar applications), term Ipc = 0. Aligned in the wind
directions, the wave breaking source Isw is small in
comparison with direct wind energy input. Then the
solution of (23) with (22) is
B0 kð Þ ¼ a bn kð Þ½ 
1=n: ð24Þ
This is considered as the reference spectrum. From (24) it
follows that spectral energy vanishes in the azimuth plane
where bn(k) < 0, in particular at cross-wind directions. In
this vicinity (i.e., where bn(k)  0) the wave spectrum is





At the upwind directions where bn(k) < 0, one may
anticipate low spectral density. Hence the nonlinear
(second) term in (22) can be omitted, and the wave
spectrum results from the balance of wave breaking source
and energy losses due to viscosity and interaction with the
opposing wind,
B kð Þ   Iwb kð Þ
bn kð Þ
: ð26Þ
[24] The advantage of the wave breaking statistics pro-
posed by Phillips [1985] is that the same L(k)-function
defines both the energy dissipation (18), rate of short wave
generation equations (19) and (20) (hence the shape of the
spectrum), and fraction of the sea surface covered by






k1L kð Þdk; ð27Þ
where kwb
R  min (0.1kr, kwb) is the wave number of the
shortest breaking waves providing specular reflection of
radio waves. In the equilibrium gravity range and at the
background conditions, the energy input from wind is
approximately compensated by energy losses by wave
breaking. Thus the first and second terms in (22) are almost








b kð ÞB kð Þdjd ln k; ð28Þ






wb kð ÞB kð Þd ln kdj; ð29Þ







where cq = 10.5 is a constant chosen by Kudryavtsev et al.
[2003a] to fit radar observations.
[25] Examples of the simulated short wave spectrum are
shown in Figure 1. The dashed lines in Figure 1c show
omnidirectional (integrated over j) saturation spectra cal-
culated from (23) for the energy source (22) where the wave
breaking source Isw (k) is omitted. In this case the shape of
the spectrum in the gravity and capillary-gravity range is
governed by the wind forcing (first term in (22)), while in
the capillary range it is governed by the generation of
parasitic capillaries (term Ipc). Switching on the wave
breaking energy source Isw(k) results in an increase of the
spectral energy which is relatively small for the omnidirec-
tional spectrum. However, the effect of wave breaking plays
an important role in angular distribution of the wave energy.
Angular distributions of B(k) at typical radar wave numbers
(P-, L-, C-, and Ku-bands) with and without the wave
breaking energy source Isw(k) are shown in Figures 1b
and 1a, respectively. The angular dependence of the folded
spectrum defined as
Br kð Þ ¼ 1=2  B kð Þ þ B kð Þ½ 
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for the full model is shown in Figure 1d. The wave spectra
calculated at Isw(k)  0 are de facto described by (24). Since
the wind forcing vanishes at cross-wind directions and
becomes negative in the upwind directions, the wave
spectral energy in the reference spectra (24) is restricted
within that direction where k has a component aligned in
the wind direction. Switching on the additional energy
source Isw(k) due to breaking of longer waves feeds the
energy to cross-wind and upwind directions, making the
angular distribution of short wave spectra more realistic (see
Kudryavtsev and Johannessen [2004] for discussion).
2.2.3. Spectral Peak
[26] In general, at the background conditions the shape of
the spectral peak is also defined as the solution of (14),
where only the second term (left-hand side) and first three
terms for the energy source (22) are retained. However, the
solution of this equation is quite difficult mainly due to Qnl
which is represented in the form of the ‘‘collision integral.’’
This problem is out of the scope of the present study.
Following the background NRCS model the full wave
number spectrum is defined as a composition of the equi-
librium spectrum Beq(k) (defined as solution of (23) with
(22)) and wave spectrum of energy-containing waves Bp(k),
B kð Þ ¼ Bp k;u*=cp
 
þ Beq kð Þ; ð31Þ
where Bp is defined in the form proposed by Donelan et al.
[1985] and restricted in ~k-space as suggested by Elfouhaily
et al. [1997]. In order to estimate q and Isw , we need to
define L(k) for the energy-containing waves. Numerical
solutions of (14) [see, e.g., Komen et al., 1994] showed that
the development of wave spectrum is almost provided by
nonlinear energy transfer; that is, the advective term in the
wave action conservation equation is approximately equal
to Qnl. In this case the wind energy input is balanced by the
Figure 1. Model wave spectra. (a) Directional saturation spectra at wind speed 10 m/s for radar wave
numbers corresponding to P-band (70 cm, dash-dotted line), L-band (21 cm, dotted line), C-band (5.6 cm,
dashed line), and Ku-band (2.1 cm, solid line). Term Isw (k) in (22) is omitted in reference calculations.
(b) Directional saturation spectra, full model. The legend is the same as in Figure 1a. (c) Omnidirectional
saturation spectra at wind speed 5 and 10 m/s (from down to up). Solid lines are the full model, dashed
lines are reference calculations when term Isw (k) in (22) is omitted. (d) Folded saturation spectra, full
model. The legend is the same as in Figure 1a.
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energy dissipation by wave breaking. Then from (18) the
estimate of L(k) reads
L kð Þ / k1b kð ÞE kð Þ; ð32Þ
which has the same form as L(k) in the equilibrium range.
Thus the fraction of the sea surface covered by the breaking
zone q and the wave breaking source Isw (contributed by the
full spectrum) are described by equations (28) and (29)
where integration over k is expanded to the interval of
energy-containing waves.
[27] In summary, we emphasize the dual effects of wave
breaking on radio wave scattering, which play a crucial role
in the radar imaging problem. First, breaking of waves with
wave number k < kwb
R directly contributes to the NRCS by
means of specular reflection from various surface patterns
of breaking wave (that forms spike-like structure of radar
signal). This contribution is described by the second term in
(1) through the NRCS of individual breaking zone s0b
(equation (12)) and fraction of the sea surface q (equation
(28)) covered by breaking zones which will be large in
comparison with radar wavelength. Quantity q is dependent
on the radar wavelength (through the upper limit kwb
R in the
integral of equation (28)). For example, at wind speeds 5,
10, and 20 m/s the fraction of the sea surface contributing to
specular reflection is respectively 0.25%, 2.03%, and
13.78% for Ku-band, and 0.03%, 0.21%, and 1.55% for
L-band. Moreover, by assuming the same q at any moment
(averaged over large surface area), the breaking waves
appear on the sea surface stochastically. Wave breaking life
span is much smaller than the period between the appear-
ance of successive breaking events. Thus, once a wave is
broken, it leaves localized disturbed surface, which dis-
perses and feeds (along with wind forcing) the ‘‘regular
surface’’ with the wave energy at a rate given by (29). The
regular surface with fraction 1  q provides radio wave
scattering by means of Bragg scattering and specular
reflection as described by the first term in (1) with (2).
Breaking of short gravity waves (with wave number k >
kwb) generates trains of parasitic capillaries (with rate (30))
which provide Bragg scattering of radio waves at, for
example, Ka-band.
2.3. Model Radar Scattering Properties
[28] Here we examine the results of the imaging model
that combines the radar scattering model and the statistical
properties of the sea surface resulting from solution of the
energy balance equation for the background conditions (no
current and steady wind).
[29] The dependence of the total NRCS (VV and HH) as
well as its components, i.e., Bragg scattering, sbr
p (second
term in (2), Bragg spectrum and slope of tilting waves
contribution), quasi-specular reflection, ssp (first term in (2);
mean square slope contribution), and scattering from break-
ing waves, swb (first term in (1)) on the incidence angle at a
wind speed of 10 m/s is shown in Figure 2. At near-nadir
incidence angles (less than 15), quasi-specular reflection
dominates the radar return for both VV and HH polar-
izations, while resonant Bragg scattering and scattering
from wave breaking are negligible. Bragg scattering then
gradually becomes the dominating source to the NRCS at
moderate incidence angles from 20 to 30 for both VV and
HH. In this region the impact of the composite scattering is
similar to that obtained by Voronovich and Zavorotny
[2001] from calculations of the integral equation written
in the small slope approximation. In this incidence angle
range the impact of wave breaking to the NRCS, although
weak, is relatively more significant for HH polarization.
This results from the fact that the swb is independent of
polarization and the Bragg scattering in HH polarization is
less than in VV. For incidence angles larger than 30 (up to
60) the Bragg scattering fully dominates at VV, while the
Bragg scattering and scattering from wave breaking almost
equally contribute to the NRCS at HH polarization.
[30] The relative contribution of breaking waves (swb/s0
p),
specular reflections (ssp/s0
p), and their sum (swb + ssp)/s0
p
(so-called non-Bragg scattering) to the total NRCS for C-
band (top plots) and L-band (bottom plots) are shown in
Figure 3. These quantities are presented as functions of the
incidence angle at wind speed 10 m/s. Since swb and ssp are
independent of polarization and sbr
V > sbr
H , the relative
Figure 2. C-band NRCS as a function of incidence angle for (a) VV and (b) HH polarization at wind
speed 10 m/s. Solid lines are the total NRCS (equation (1)). Dotted, dash-dotted, and dashed lines are
contributions of Bragg scattering (second term in right-hand side of (2)), specular reflection (first term in
right-hand side of (2)), and scattering from breaking waves (second term in (1)), correspondingly.
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contribution of non-Bragg scattering is higher in HH
polarization than in VV. For C-band, quasi-specular reflec-
tions dominate the non-Bragg scattering (and total NRCS)
at q < 20. In contrast, wave breaking sufficiently contrib-
utes to the NRCS for both VV and HH at moderate
incidence angles around 25–40, but with dominating
contribution in HH polarization. At larger incidence angles,
on the other hand, the impact of wave breaking at VV
decreases to a minimum around 50 followed by a slight
increase, while a minimum is obtained for HH at around 50
followed by a rapid grow at larger incidence angles.
[31] For L-band (VV and HH polarization) the impact of
non-Bragg scattering provides a different picture. First, as the
range of waves providing specular reflection in L-band is
narrower than at C-band, specular reflections dominate the
NRCS only at incidence angles q < 15. Second, the contri-
bution of wave breaking is negligible at VV polarization for
all incidence angles, while it seemingly plays an important
role at grazing angles above 70 in HH polarization.
[32] An extensive comparison of the background NRCS
model with observations is given by Kudryavtsev et al.
[2003a]. In this section we therefore limit the comparison of
the scattering properties to the newest findings addressed in
sections 2.1 and 2.2. The modeled and empirically derived
C-band [Bentamy et al., 1994] and Ku-band [Wentz and
Smith, 1999] NRCS of the sea surface for wind speed of
10 m/s are compared in Figure 4 as a function of incidence
angles. Overall, the model is fairly consistent with the
empirical results. In general, it gives the right functional
dependence on incidence angle although some underestima-
tion of the NRCS in Ku-band is seen at large incidence
angles. In the context of these results the most important
feature of the radar scattering is polarization ratio (P = s0
VV/
s0
HH) (equivalent to difference in dB) shown in Figure 4c.
First of all, at small incidence angle the polarization differ-
ence is negligible because quasi-specular reflections domi-
nate the sea surface NRCS. At incidence angles greater than
about 20, on the other hand, the NSCAT model at Ku-band
reveals a polarization difference that significantly deviates
(about 3–5 dB) from the ‘‘pure’’ Bragg scattering predictions
(defined as a ratio of the scattering coefficient in (11): |GVV|2/
|GHH|2). This is not a specific feature of the Ku-band, as it is
also inherent to the C-band [e.g., Vachon and Dobson, 2000].
These deviations indicate the important role of the large-scale
waves (with k < kd) for the radar scattering. At moderate
incidence angles the observed polarization difference is still
around 2–3 dB for the two-scale composite Bragg scattering
model. This suggests that contribution of radar scattering
from breaking waves is important. Finally, this is confirmed
in the model calculations of the polarization difference for the
total Bragg and non-Bragg scatteringmodel leading to results
that are consistent with the empirical data.
3. Transformation of Wind Waves
[33] The flowchart shown in Figure 5 schematically
illustrates the radar scattering model described in sections
2.1 and 2.2. Bragg scattering (two-scale model), specular
Figure 3. Relative contributions of quasi-specular reflection (dash-dotted lines), wave breaking (dashed
lines), and their sum (solid lines) to the total NRCS at C-band ((a) VV and (b) HH polarizations) and L-
band ((c) VV and (d) HH polarizations). Wind speed is 10 m/s.
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reflections, and scattering from breaking waves are the three
scattering mechanisms defining the NRCS of the sea surface
provided its statistical properties are given. The spectrum of
Bragg waves, the mean square slope of the sea surface, and
fraction of the sea surface covered by wave breaking zones
are the informative parameters of the sea surface, and their
transformation in nonuniform medium results in radar
manifestation of ocean features. We note that wave breaking
not only contributes to the NRCS by means of specular
reflections from breaking surface patterns (described by the
second term in the right-hand side of (1)), but also generate
additional (in respect to wind forcing) short waves which in
turn contribute to the NRCS by means of Bragg scattering
and specular reflections from ‘‘regular’’ surface (described
by the first term in the right-hand side of (1)). Thus one may
anticipate that wave breaking should play a significant role
in the radar imaging formation.
[34] Description of the sea surface is based on the
solution of the wave energy conservation equation. If the
wind field is uniform and surface currents are absent,
the solution of this equation describes the background sea
surface. In case of a nonuniform medium, the same equation
describes transformation of wind waves and thus radar
informative parameters that determine the sea surface
NRCS. We suggest that the sources of the medium nonuni-
formity are surface current, near-surface wind field, and
surfactants. The transformation of wave action spectrum
N(k) in nonuniform medium is fully described by (14). To
solve this equation, one needs to know the energy source Q.
In the equilibrium range, Q is defined explicitly by (22).
Unlike in the range of dominant waves, Q is not defined,
and an empirical spectrum is specified instead. In this
section we derive the equation for small disturbances of
wave spectrum in the equilibrium range and in the range of
dominant waves, and give its solution.
3.1. Energy Source in the Equilibrium Range
[35] We suggest that the wave spectrum, and thus the
energy source in nonuniform medium, experiences small
disturbances in respect to the background values. Then the
variation in the source term (22) can be expressed as
eQ ¼ w3k5 eB=tþ ebBþeIsw þeIpch i; ð33Þ
where, hereinafter, a tilde denotes variation of any
parameter in respect to the background value, and t is the
so-called dimensionless relaxation time defined here as
1=t kð Þ ¼ nbn kð Þ þ nþ 1ð ÞbIsw kð Þ þ Ipc kð Þc=B kð Þ: ð34Þ
The second term in (33) describes the effect of wind surface
stress variations on the wave spectrum, and terms eIsw andeIpc are variations in short wave energy sources due to the
modulation by wave breaking,
eIsw kð Þ ¼ cb
2ag
w1 ng þ 1






eIpc kð Þ ¼ n kg 	þ 1 	 eB kg 	
B kg
 	 b kg 	B kg 	f : ð35Þ
Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the radar imaging
model structure.
Figure 4. Comparison of the NRCS model (1) with empirical models at wind speed 10 m/s. (a) C-band:
solid line is the model, circles are CMOD4 model [Bentamy et al., 1994]. (b) Ku-band, VV (solid line and
circles) and HH (dashed lines and triangles) polarizations. Lines are the model, and symbols are NSCAT
model [Wentz and Smith, 1999]. (c) Ku-band: Polarization ratio. Solid line is the model, dashed line is the
Bragg scattering model, and diamonds are NSCAT model.
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To obtain these equations from (19), (20) and (29), (30) we
took into account that in the equilibrium gravity range, L is
proportional to the saturation spectrum in power (n + 1) (see
(21)). Thus the relative variations in the wave breaking
characteristics are (n + 1)-times amplified in comparison
with relative spectral variations. We also suggest that in the
range of energy-containing waves (where the explicit form
of L is not known) the linear response of wave breaking on
the small variation in wave spectrum has the same
amplification factor.
[36] If the mechanism of short wave generation by
breaking waves is not accounted for (terms eIsw and eIpc are
omitted), (33) represents the energy source variation in a
‘‘standard’’ relaxation approximation, which is commonly
used in the radar imaging problem. The dimensionless
relaxation time (34) and corresponding relaxation scale
lr = tcg/w for downwind, cross-wind, and upwind directions
at wind speed 10 m/s is shown in Figure 6. The relaxation
parameter has a strong angular dependence with largest
values in cross-wind directions. As discussed above, in
downwind direction, the wave breaking source is small in
comparison with the direct wind input; thus (34) can
be simplified as 1/t  nbn. At cross wind the direct
wind input vanishes; then (34) with (25) are reduced to
1/t  (n + 1)(Isw/a)n/(n + 1). At upwind direction, (34) with
(26) results in the following relaxation time 1/t  bn. The
range of t change is thus an order of magnitude. Hence we
may anticipate that short wave modulations by the current
result in spatial isotropy of surface roughness.
3.2. Energy Source in Energy-Containing Waves
[37] Unlike the equilibrium range, in the range of energy-
containing waves the source Q is not specified a priori, and
the spectrum is defined empirically (spectrum Bp in (31)). In
order to find variations in Q, we shall follow a relaxation
time approach proposed by Kudryavtsev [1994]. An advan-
tage of this approach is that the relaxation time t is related
to the shape of the spectrum, and thus is implicitly
connected to the wave energy source, which is not known
a priori. Field experiments carried out in the Gulf Stream
frontal zone by Kudryavtsev et al. [1995] showed that
model calculations of wave evolution based on the relaxa-
tion approach reproduce quite well the behavior of the
dominant surface waves field in the current field.
[38] In the range of dominant waves, only the three first
terms in (16) are retained. The expression for small varia-
tions in Q then reads




 eE  w3k5 ebB eB=th i;
ð36Þ
where





is a dimensionless relaxation time for the dominant waves.
To find t, we note that the same (36) must describe spectral
variations caused by either currents and/or wind. If the latter
is a step-like disturbance of friction velocity du*, then for a
large enough time t(t  w1t) the wave spectrum reaches a
new stationary state. As the variations in the wave spectrum,
dN, need to satisfy eQ = 0, we obtain from (36)
dN=t ¼ N @b=@u*
 
du*: ð38Þ
Since dN = (@N/@u*)du*, (38) gives the following expres-
sion for the relaxation time:
1=t ¼ 2b kð Þ
m*
; ð39Þ
where m* = @(ln N0)/@ ln u* is the wind exponent of the
wave spectrum, and we have assumed that @(ln b)/@ ln u* =
2. Such a definition of t does not require an exact form of
Q, and one only needs to specify the spectral wind
exponent, which may be known, for example, empirically.
[39] A shortcoming of this definition is that the relaxation
time goes to infinite at cross wind, and becomes negative at
opposite to the wind directions. This results from (17) for b
and the fact that the empirical spectrum does not vanish
(though it is small) at cross-wind and upwind angles. The
Figure 6. Dimensionless (left) relaxation time (42) and (right) relaxation scale lr = tw
1cg versus wave
number at wind speed 10 m/s for downwind (solid lines), cross-wind (dashed lines), and upwind (dash-
dotted lines) directions.
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latter indicates that in the vicinity of the spectral peak,
nonlinear wave-wave interactions (term Qnl) are not a
function but rather functional of the spectrum and spread
of the energy away from the wind direction. Thus we may
suggest that (17) is valid at that k which is aligned to the
wind direction. On the other hand, at the opposite to the
wind directions the effect of the wind is the only energy
sink. Following an analogy with the equilibrium range,
we suggest that the relaxation time at upwind direction is
1/t = b. Thus in order to avoid both infinite and negative
relaxation time, we merge these two asymptotes. The
estimate of t at arbitrary angle is thus




In the range of energy-containing waves the spectral level is
B / (u*/cp)0.55 (k/kp)1/2, where the spectral peak wave phase
velocity cp and wave number kp are functions of
dimensionless fetch x̂ = Xg/u*
2, u*/cp = f(x̂) / x̂0.33
[Donelan et al., 1985]. Then for a given fetch X the
spectral wind exponent in the range of energy-containing
waves is
m* ¼ 1þ 0:9@ ln f =@ ln x̂: ð41Þ
For the fully developed sea, @(ln f)/@(ln x̂) is zero, while for
the young sea it is @(ln f )/@(ln x̂) = 0.33. Thus the wind
exponent for developed seas is m*
p = 1, which indicates that
the dominant role in the nonlinear energy source is by
resonant wave-wave interactions (which are cubic in
spectrum). In developing spectrum, m*
p  0.7, which in
turn indicates that both wave-wave interactions and wave
breaking are equivalent.
[40] As already emphasized, eIpc and eIsw vanish in the
range of energy-containing waves. Thus the energy source
(33) will be valid in the full wave number range if t1 is a
combination of the relaxation time teq in the equilibrium
range (equation (34)) and tp in the dominant wave range
(equation (40)). By taking into account the spectral model
(31), we can express t1 as
1=t ¼ Bp=tp þ Beq=teq
 	
=B: ð42Þ
Thus (33) with (42) describes the energy source in the full
wave number range.
3.3. Wave Spectrum Modulation
[41] Let us assume that the surface current and wind
velocity may be expanded into the Fourier series
z x; tð Þ ¼
Z
ẑ Kð Þ exp i K  x Wtð Þð ÞdK; ð43Þ
where z(x,t) is an arbitrary quantity, ẑ(K) is its Fourier
amplitude (complex variable), and K and W are wave
number vector and frequency. Note that only the real part of
equation (43) has a physical meaning. Then solution of the
linearized equation (14) with (33) and (42) in terms of
Fourier harmonics for the small spectrum modulations
induced by surface current and near-surface wind reads
T k;Kð Þ ¼ t
1þ i  r w
1m
ij





where T(k) = N̂(k)/N0(k) is the transfer function, r is the
dimensionless relaxation parameter




ij = kj@ ln N0/@ki is a tensor of the ‘‘wave number
exponent’’ of the spectrum, and ûi,j is the Fourier amplitude
of current velocity gradient tensor @ui/@xj. The operator
mk
ij
ûi,j in (44) is
m
ij
k ûi;j ¼ mk cos
2 j  ûj;j  cos 2j  û2;2
 	
þ 1=2mj sin 2j
 û2;2  û1;1
 	
þ 1=2mk sin 2j  û2;1 þ û1;2
 	
 mj sin2 j  û2;1  cos2 j  û1;2
 	
; ð46Þ
where j is the direction of the wave number vector, mk =
@ ln N/@ ln k, and mj = @ ln N/@j. Terms Î sw and Î pc in (44)
describe the effect of wave breaking modulations on the
short wind and parasitic capillary waves. Expressions for
these terms are given by (35) where the spectral variationseB/B in physical space are replaced by the transfer function
T(k). The second term in (44) describes effects of the wind
on the wave modulations. In particular, wind variations can
result from the atmospheric boundary layer transformation
over the sea surface temperature front. In this case
atmospheric stratification causes varying surface wind
stress (friction velocity) affecting b and hence wind waves
via b̂ = 2bû*/u*. Note that (44) also describes the short wave
modulation by long surface waves considered, for example,
by Kudryavtsev et al. [2003b]. In this case one needs to
assume that W/(Kcg)  1 and _u1,1 = iAKW (A is amplitude
of surface wave traveling along x1 axis).
[42] Notice that effect of surfactants has not been included
in (44) explicitly. Surfactants may significantly affect the
coefficient of viscous dissipation, and thus they affect the
wave spectrum via the effective growth rate bn in (16) [e.g.,
Ermakov et al., 1992]. This mechanism is local in k-space,
and mainly influences the shortest wind waves whose relax-
ation rate is very fast (see Figure 4). Thus wemay suggest that
surfactants affect short waves locally in the physical space
and can be accounted for through modified viscosity coeffi-
cient in the background spectrum N0(k). Hence the variation
of the wave saturation spectrum in the physical space is




T k;Kð Þei KxWtð ÞdK
k
; ð47Þ
where the effect of wind and surface current are included in
T(k) (according to (44)) and the effect of surfactants is
included in B0(k) (through solution of (23) with (22)).
[43] Equation (44) represents the Fredholm Integral Equa-
tion of the Second Kind. Such an equation can be solved
numerically by iterations. However, first we consider some
limited cases (for stationary currents, W = 0) which illustrate
some characteristic properties of the full solution.
[44] In the case where parameter r is large, the spatial
scale of surface changes is small in comparison with
relaxation scale lr. This is most plausible for long gravity
waves. At r  1, (44) reduces to









where V is the magnitude of the surface current. This
represents transformation when the surface waves interact
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with the current as free waves and do not feel the impact of
wind or other energy source. In this case the faster (and
longer) the surface waves, the smaller is the effect of the
surface current. It can be shown that the second and third
terms in (44) have the order r1û*/u* and r
1V/cg,
respectively, and can thus be omitted at r  1.
[45] The condition where parameter r is small (r  1) is
fulfilled for short wind waves. Here the effect of the current
is negligible (first term in (44) can be omitted), and the
spectrum variations result from the local impact of wind and
wave breaking. When the wind is the only source of short
waves variability, (44) is reduced to




where m* is the spectral wind exponent. Thus variations in
wave spectrum reflect spatial nonuniformity of surface wind
stress. If the wind is uniform, the only source of short wave
modulations is breaking of larger waves. Assuming that the
transfer function for breaking waves is T  mkij ûi,jw1t, the
short wave modulation transfer function can be written as








where ab = 10 is a constant in (20). To derive this equation
we take into account that only the first term in the operator
in (46) contributes to the integral over j. Equation (50)
contains two remarkable features: (1) Only the divergence
of the surface current affects short wind wave modulations,
and (2) the modulation is strongest at cross-wind directions
(due to angular behavior of t). The latter suggests that the
effect of the surface current results in anisotropy of short
wind waves.
[46] This important result can be illustrated by calculations
of the transfer function jT(k)j for a ‘‘pure’’ divergent current
u1 ¼ um exp iK x1  Ctð Þ½  ð51Þ
and a ‘‘pure’’ shear current
u2 ¼ um exp iKx1ð Þ ð52Þ
as shown in Figure 7 for the airflow directed along the x1
axis. The transfer function for the ‘‘standard’’ relaxation
solution (terms Î sw, Î pc in (44) are omitted) is shown in
Figure 7a, while the full transfer function is shown in
Figure 7b. The spectral behavior of the standard jT(k)j is
defined by the first factor in (44). It decreases toward very
short wind waves (since relaxation scale lrK  0), and
toward the longest wind waves. The latter results from
approximation of (48). At U10 = 5 m/s and for the waves
traveling in the wind direction the maximum of jTj locates
in the range of meter-wavelength, while for the wave
opposing the wind it is in the range of decimeter-
wavelength. This is a consequence of the relaxation time
that increases with increasing deviation of the wave and
wind directions. Switching on of the wave breaking source
in (44) completely changes the spectral behavior of T(k).
Wave breaking significantly increases the amplitude of the
transfer function, especially in the range of short waves,
where the effect of direct interaction with the current
(straining effect) is weak. As was discussed above (see (50))
the impact of wave breaking on short wave modulations
increases with increasing deviation of the wave number
vector from the wind direction. If convergent current has a
velocity of advance (case of internal waves, C 6¼ 0), shape of
the transfer function is changed; see Figure 7d. In the low-
frequency part of the spectrum a new peculiarity in jT(k)j
has appeared. It is expressed as a local maximum around the
resonant curve cg cos j = C, where the relaxation parameter
r is zero. Enhancement of wave spectrum in low-frequency
range stimulates wave breaking which in turn affects short
wave modulations. That is why the transfer function in
the range of short waves is increased in comparison with the
case of C = 0. Figure 7c shows transfer function for the
‘‘pure’’ shear current in (52). For the considered conditions
(wind is directed along x1-axis) the maximum of the transfer
function (as it follows from operator (46)) should appear in
the azimuth plane which is close to p/2, and jT(k)j should be
larger the narrower angular distribution of wave spectrum.
In the short wave range this effect disappears due to small
relaxation time. Comparing the shape of the transfer
function for divergent current (Figure 7b) with that for
and shear current (Figure 7c), one may mention that in the
latter case the effect of wave breaking for the short wave
modulations is not observed. This surprising (at first glance)
result is a simple consequence of the fact that Î sw in (44)
vanishes because the integral of T(k) for breaking waves
(which is the odd function of j) over all directions is zero.
[47] The above-mentioned peculiarities are well-
expressed in amplitudes of omnidirectional spectrum mod-
ulations shown in Figure 8. For convergent current the
standard relaxation solution exhibits pronounced response
in low-frequency intervals and suppression of wave modu-
lations in short wave ranges. Comparing Figures 8a and 8b,
one may observe that resonance between moving current
and wind waves results in much stronger modulations in the
vicinity of resonant wave number k  g/(4C2). Switching on
the effect of wave breaking generates modulations in short
waves, in particular at wave numbers related to L-, C-, and
X-bands. Comparing solid and dashed lines in Figure 8, we
arrive at the conclusion that wave breaking significantly
affects wind wave modulations.
[48] In the case of shear current, modulation of the
omnidirectional spectrum vanishes for both the standard
relaxation solution and the full one. This is a consequence
of the fact that operator (46) at chosen wind direction is the
odd function of j, and vanishes after integration over all
directions.
3.4. Transformation of the Mean Square Slope
and Wave Breaking
[49] To calculate the total NRCS we need to quantify the
mean square slope and the amount of wave breaking. Using
the spectral transfer function (44), the variations of the
components of the mean square slope Dsj
2 in a nonuniform
medium reads





Tsj Kð Þei KxWtð ÞdK;




T k;Kð Þk2j B kð Þdjd ln k;
ð53Þ
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where the subscript ‘‘0’’ indicates that the mean square
slope corresponds to the background spectrum B0(k) in
(47), kj = kj/k is the unit wave number vector, and subscript
‘‘j’’ is j = 1,2.
[50] Equation (28) defines the fraction of the sea surface
covered by wave breaking zones. The length of wave
breaking crests, L (which defines q according to (27)) is a
strong nonlinear function of the saturation spectrum. Thus, as
discussed above (see (35)), its small variations result in
strong variations of q which are amplified by (ng + 1)
in comparison with the spectrum variations. Then the
fraction of the sea surface covered by breaking zones is
q ¼ q0 1þ Dq=q0ð Þ;
Dq ¼
Z
Tq Kð Þei KxWtð ÞdK;





T k;Kð ÞbB kð Þdjd ln k;
ð54Þ
Figure 8. Amplitude of omnidirectional spectrum mod-
ulations for the convergent current (51) at (a) C = 0 and at
(b) C = 1 m/s. Current velocity amplitude is û = 0.25 m/s,
and wave number is K = 2p/1000 rad/m. Dashed lines show
calculations on ‘‘standard’’ relaxation solution, when only
first term in T(k) of (44) is retained. Solid lines show full
solution when effect of wave breaking is accounted for.
Figure 7. Amplitude of wave spectrum variations at wind velocity 5 m/s directed along the x1 axis for
the model currents. Current velocity amplitude is û = 0.25 m/s, and wave number is K = 2p/1000 rad/m.
(a) ‘‘Standard’’ relaxation approach; only the first term in T(k) is retained. Case is of divergent current
(51) with C = 0. (b) Full model, divergent current (51) with C = 0. (c) Full model, shear current (52).
(d) Full model, divergent current (51) with C = 1 m/s.
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where (we remind that) the upper limit of integration is
related to the radar wave number as kwb
R = min (kwb, 0.1kr).
4. Role of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer
and Surfactants
4.1. Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer (MABL)
[51] The influence of the marine atmospheric boundary
layer (MABL) on wind waves and thus radar scattering
comes through the local friction velocity defining the
background wave spectrum and the second term in (44)
describing an adjustment of wind waves to varying wind
stress. Changes in the air and the sea surface temperatures
can alter the stratification in the MABL and subsequently
the boundary layer turbulence and near-surface wind stress.
Here we consider only the impact of the sea surface
temperature on the radar scattering.
[52] Ocean current features are usually accompanied with
spatial variations of the sea surface temperature Tw (temper-
ature fronts). Field experiments by Kudryavtsev et al. [1996]
showed that changes in the vertical shear of wind velocity
and air temperature at height of the measurements were well
correlated with the spatial changes of the ocean surface
temperature. Coincident shipborne radar measurements
revealed stronger radar scattering from the locally warm
surface areas and a decrease from the locally colder surface
areas. Beal et al. [1997] reported on similar depression of the
radar returns on the cold side of the Gulf Stream front and
enhancement on its warm side.
[53] To assess the effect of changes in MABL stratification
on radar images, we assume that the geostrophic wind speed
and temperature of the free atmosphere (at the height
comparable with the planetary MABL depth, which is of
order 1 km) are horizontally uniform. Then any variations in
the near-surface wind field are the result of the planetary
MABL transformation over the spatially varying sea surface
temperature (SST). Such SST variations are typically step-
like across a temperature front. The corresponding adjust-
ment of the MABL to this SST change occurs within an
internal boundary layer (IBL) which is developing on the
downwind side of the sea front. The depth of the IBL d
increases away from the front, and at a distance of order X /
G/f (G is geostrophic wind speed, f is the Coriolis parameter)
it attains the thickness of a new equilibrium planetary
MABL fully adjusted to a ‘‘new’’ SST. The description of
the stratified IBL evolution is quite a complicated problem
and is not in the scope of the present study (a review on the
IBL studies is given, for example, by Venkatram [1977]).
[54] In the following we seek a realistic estimate of the
surface wind stress variation over a SST front. At the
distance exceeding X0 / 102 G/f the IBL develops inside
the Ekman part of the MABL, where vertical changes of
wind velocity are small. In this case we may assume that the
momentum and heat fluxes are insensitive to the stage of
IBL development and close to the fluxes which are typical
for the equilibrium MABL on the downwind side of a front.
Thus we suggest that at each point across the temperature
front the surface wind stress may be estimated through the
resistance law for the equilibrium planetary MABL [e.g.,





 B mð Þ  iA mð Þ; ð55Þ
where m = ku*/fL is the stratification parameter of the
planetary MABL, L = u*3/(kba QS) is the Monin-Obukhov
scale, ba is the buoyancy parameter, QS is the surface
kinematics heat flux, G = G exp (ijG) is the complex
geostrophic wind velocity with direction jG, u* = u* exp
(ijw) is the complex friction velocity at the sea surface, jw is
the direction of the near-surface wind, z0 is the sea surface
roughness scale, and A(m), B(m) are universal dimensionless
function for the planetary MABL. For practical reasons the
stratification parameter can be estimated through a ‘‘bulk’’
equation
m ¼ k2 g=TaKð Þ Ta  Twð Þ=fG; ð56Þ
where k = 0.4 is the Von Karman constant, Ta is the
potential temperature at the upper boundary of the planetary
MABL (that corresponds to the potential temperature of
the free atmosphere on the height of order 1 km), and TaK is
the Ta in K. Equation (56) follows from the definition of the
stratification parameter m = ku*/fL  k2bq*/(fu*) (where q* =
Q0/u* is the air temperature scale), and the assumption that
the square root ratio of the heat to momentum transfer
coefficients is close to unit, i.e., (CH/CD)
1/2  1.
[55] The universal function may be defined either empir-
ically [e.g., Zilitinkevich, 1970] or theoretically. When a
simplified two-layer model of the planetary MABL is
chosen [Brown, 1982] the universal dimensional functions
A(m) and B(m) satisfy the equations
A mð Þ ¼ F emA mð Þð Þ= 2eð Þ
B mð Þ ¼ A mð Þ þY em=A mð Þð Þ  ln e=A mð Þð Þ;
ð57Þ
where e = 0.15 and F(x) and Y(x) are universal functions of
the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory respectively defining
wind shear and wind velocity profile.
[56] Equations (55) and (56) give the friction velocity at
the sea surface in the MABL adjusted to the SST changes




as a function of the temperature difference Ta  Tw is plotted
in Figure 9a for geostrophic wind speeds of 5 and 15 m/s.
Assuming that the MABL stratification on the upwind side
of a SST front is neutral (Ta  Tw = 0), and that the airflow
runs from the warm to the cold (or from cold to the warm)
side with the surface temperature drop jDTwj = 5C, the
surface wind stress on the downwind side is decreased (or
increased) by a factor of 2. Such a decrease/increase of the
wind stress may cause significant variations in short wind
waves and thus in radar backscatter power over the SST
front.
[57] The linear response of the friction velocity to the







The transfer function 1/2@(ln CD)/@Tw as a function of the
air-sea surface temperature difference for geostrophic wind
speeds 5m/s and 15m/s is plotted in Figure 9b. As expected,
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the response of friction velocity to surface temperature
variation is strongest when they occur relative to a neutrally
stratified MABL, while the response is weak if the
background stratification is either strongly stable or
unstable. Moreover, the response of the friction velocity
decreases with increasing geostrophic wind speed. These
features of the transfer function are a consequence of the
behavior of CD on (Ta  Tw) and G as shown in Figure 9a.
These calculations can in turn be used to estimate the NRCS
difference Ds0















Thus the data shown in Figure 9b multiplied by m*
P give an
estimate of the NRCS drop over a front. Although this is a
linear estimate, it confirms experimental findings that
spatial changes in the SST associated with oceanic fronts
are visible in radar images at low to moderate wind speeds.
4.2. Impact of Surfactants
[58] It is a well-known fact that surface films suppress
short wind waves [e.g., Johannessen et al., 1997; Espedal et
al., 1998; Ermakov et al., 1992]. Surfactants of natural or
artificial origin always exist on the sea surface. They are
transported by the currents and accumulated in the zones of
current convergence. Hence suppression of short wind
waves in narrow convergence zones can be used to trace
the wind-driven current (by means of wind streaks resulting
from Langmuir circulation), mesoscale current variability,
and internal waves [e.g., Espedal et al., 1998; da Silva et
al., 1998].
[59] Suppression of short wind waves results from a
strong increase of the molecular viscous dissipation. It is
explicitly included in the wave spectrum model (through the
effective growth rate bn(k) in (16)). Thus to account for the
effect of surfactants, we need an expression relating effec-
tive molecular viscosity nef to surfactants properties. In the
case of the monomolecular films the effective viscosity


























where nef and n are the molecular viscosity coefficient
in the presence of film and for clean surface, respectively,
and Ef is a surface film elasticity module.
[60] Figure 10 illustrates the model effect of the surface
film on the short wind wave spectrum at wind speed of 5
and 15 m/s. In these calculations a film elasticity is specified
as 5, 10, and 20 mN/m. As anticipated, the effect of
surfactants is strongest for the shortest waves. However,
down in the capillary range the effect becomes less pro-
nounced than in the vicinity of capillary-gravity waves. This
explains the mechanism of generation of parasitic capillar-
ies, which receive energy from short gravity waves and thus
partially restrains enhanced viscous dissipation. At a given
elasticity the spectral contrast decreases with increasing
wind speed. At a wind speed of 5 m/s the C-band Bragg
waves can be totally suppressed by surface film, while at
higher winds the effect of surface film (even maximum
elasticity) is very weak.
5. Comparison With Measurements
[61] In this section the model simulations are compared to
radar signatures of internal waves (IW) obtained during the
JOWIP [Hughes and Dawson, 1988] and the SARSEX
Figure 9. (a) Geostrophic drag coefficient as a function of the temperature drop between the sea
surface and free atmosphere for geostrophic wind speed 5 m/s (solid line) and 15 m/s (dashed line).
(b) Corresponding transfer function 1/2@(ln CD)/@Tw describing the linear response of air friction
velocity on the surface temperature variations according to (59).
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[Gasparovich et al., 1988] experiments, and radar signa-
tures of a surface current front [Johannessen et al., 1997].
5.1. Internal Waves: JOWIP and SARSEX
Experiments
[62] Overviews of the JOWIP and the SARSEX experi-
ments are given by Hughes and Dawson [1988] and
Gasparovich et al. [1988], respectively. Table 1 summarizes
the observed parameters of IW (amplitude of IW orbital
velocity, IW phase speed, and IW width), near-surface wind
field conditions, and the geometry of the radar observations
used in the model calculations.
5.1.1. JOWIP: TRW Run 81B
[63] During the JOWIP experiment, shipboard real aper-
ture coherent radar studies of internal waves were carried
out [Kwoh et al., 1988]. Measurements at Run 81B were
related to the packet of IW (consisting of about eight waves)
traveling in the wind direction. At such conditions, surface
manifestation of the IW should be well pronounced due to
the resonance between the surface and internal waves (in
that spectral interval where wave group velocity coincides
with IW phase velocity). The measured X-band backscatter
power and IW surface current velocity reproduced from
Kwoh et al. [1988, Figure 10] are shown in Figure 11.
These data demonstrate very strong modulation in short
wind waves induced by IW. Observed peak over back-
ground (POB) ratio for the X-band radar scattering is varied
from 10 to 50 (or from 10dB to 17dB).
[64] The model calculations performed for the measured
IW surface current and conditions of the experiment listed
in Table 1 (case 1) are also shown in Figure 11. The model
consistently reproduces POB ratio; however, some phase
shifts between the model and the measurements are appar-
ent. According to the measurements, enhanced radar returns
are located in the vicinity of the surface currents that oppose
the wind direction, while in the model their locations are
rather shifted toward the current convergence. In the surface
areas where IW orbital velocity is positive (following the
Figure 10. Contrasts in short wind waves spectrum caused by surface films of different elasticity
5 mN/m (solid lines), 10 mN/m (dashed lines), and 20 mN/m (dash-dotted lines) at wind (left) speed
5 m/s and (right) 15 m/s.
Table 1. Parameters Used in the Model Calculationsa
Case IW C, um, L Wind U, qw Radar Band, Pol., q, jR Comments
1: JOWIP
Run 81B (Ship observations)
C = 0.5 m/s,
um = 0.2 m/s,
L = 60 m
U = 2.8 m/s,
qw = 0 (to)
X-band, HH pol.,
q = 40, jR = 173
IW packet, eight waves
2: JOWIP
Run 71A (ship observation),
also Run 12-3
C = 0.7 m/s,
um = 0.7 m/s,
L1 = 4  102 m1
U = 3.0 m/s,
qw = 118 (to)
X-, L-band, HH pol.,





Waves G-2, G-3, G-4
C = 0.7 m/s,
um2 = 0.52 m/s
um3 = 0.50 m/s
um4 = 0.33 m/s
L2
1 = 1.7  102 m1
L3
1 = 1.5  102 m1
L4
1 = 1.2  102 m1
U = 6.0 m/s,
qw = 145
X-, L-band, HH pol.,
q = 35  45,
jR = 10
IW packet G: three solitons
aNote that in the table the wind and radar look directions are relative to the IW propagation direction. In the case of the solitons, L is the width of the
model current defined by (60). In case 1, L and um are mean IW wavelength and amplitude of surface velocity induced by IW packet shown in Figure 11.
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wind) the measured radar signal drops into the noise level,
and the model radar scattering is almost vanished.
[65] Model calculations of the mean square slope, wave
breaking, and Bragg waves modulations by the train of IW
are shown in Figure 12. As can be seen, the mean square
slope providing tilting of Bragg waves and supporting the
quasi-specular reflections is significantly modulated by IW.
However, the magnitude of wave breaking modulations is
much stronger. Although wave breaking is fairly weak at
low wind conditions, it becomes significantly enhanced
(20 times) in the presence of the IW. According to the
model, wave breaking contributes to the radar returns by
means of both the specular reflections and the generation of
Bragg scattering waves. In the X-band, strong modulation in
wave breaking results in strong modulation of Bragg waves
(see Figure 12h). Unlike at low winds, L-band Bragg waves
are not sufficiently affected by wave breaking (recall that
the interval of breaking waves affecting Bragg waves is k <
kb/10). Thus their modulations (see Figures 12h and 12d)
are mainly governed by the wave straining mechanism
which provides weaker (in comparison with X-band) mod-
ulations in Bragg waves. The modulation of the L- and X-
band NRCS at HH polarization and its components (Bragg,
specular reflections from the ‘‘regular’’ surface and from
breaking waves) normalized on the background level are
plotted in Figures 12c and 12g. The peaks of the X-band
NRCS modulations exceed the background level by up to
30 times (or 15 dB) and are shifted toward the current
convergence. According to the model, 70% of the enhanced
radar return is supported by Bragg scattering, and 30% is
provided by specular reflection from enhanced wave break-
ing. Although the specular scattering from the ‘‘regular’’
surface is also increased in the convergence zone (as a
consequence of the mean square slope (MSS) modulations),
it does not play a dominant role in the generation of the
peaks of the radar returns. Since strong modulation of Bragg
waves results from the action of the wave breaking mech-
anism, we may conclude that the manifestation of IW in the
X-band radar signal is caused by wave breaking modula-
tions. In L-band, on the other hand, the role of breaking
waves is not important. In L-band the modulation of the
NRCS is governed by Bragg waves modulation, which
results from the action of wave straining mechanism.
5.1.2. JOWIP: Run 12-3 (71A)
[66] During this run, two solitons of IW were observed.
Unlike the previous case, the IW were traveling against the
wind direction. The shipborne X-band radar signature of the
soliton is shown in Figure 13. In this figure the radar data
are taken from Kwoh et al. [1988, Figure 8], while the
surface current is defined as
u x; tð Þ ¼ um sec h2 x Ctð Þ=L½ ; ð60Þ
where the soliton width L, phase speed C, and maximum
velocity um correspond to the measurements (leading soliton
shown in Figure 8 of Kwoh et al. [1988]). The POB ratio in
this case is also very high, attaining approximately 50 (or
15 dB). Aswas shown byKwoh et al. [1988], the polarization
ratio in the calm region was6 dB, suggesting that the Bragg
scattering predominates the radar signature. On the other
hand, in the region of enhanced surface roughness (with
visually observed wave breaking), the polarization ratio
attains a value close to 1, confirming that the increase of
radar returns is due to enhanced wave breaking and MSS.
The ship mounted video recording support this conclusion.
[67] The model simulation of this run was done for the
parameters of IW, wind conditions, and geometry of radar
observations listed in Table 1 (case 2). The comparison of
model IW radar signature and measurements is shown in
Figure 13. Just as in the experiment, the model predicts very
large amplitude of the backscatter power modulation.
Though the model underestimates the measurements, in
dB scale, observed and modeled POB ratio are quite close,
17 dB and 15 dB, correspondingly. Figure 14 illustrates the
model peculiarities of the surface IW manifestation in more
detail. Again, the wave breaking and MSS are significantly
modulated by IW. In the region of maximum IW-induced
surface current the amount of wave breaking is enhanced 6
times with respect to the background value. This results in
an increased energy loss so that the wind wave energy just
behind IW is decreased and wave breaking is totally sup-
pressed. Strong wave breaking stimulates modulation of X-
Figure 11. Measured and model HH, X-band radar
signature of IW packet (case 1 in Table 1). (a) Measured
surface velocity induced by IW. (b) Backscatter power
normalized on the background value. Solid line is the
measurements, dashed line is the model. The measurements
are reproduced from Kwoh et al. [1988, Figure 10].
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Figure 12. Model calculations of the sea surface manifestation of IW (case 1 in Table 1). (a) Measured
surface velocity induced by IW. (b) Modulation of wave breaking. (c) Modulation of the HH, L-band
NRCS. Contribution of specular reflection and wave breaking is small and not shown. (d) Modulation of
L-band Bragg wave spectrum. (e) Same as in Figure 12a. (f) Modulation of the mean square slope.
(g) Modulation of the HH, X-band NRCS: solid line is total NRCS, and dashed line is contribution of
wave breaking. Contribution of specular reflection is small and not shown. (h) Modulation of X-band
Bragg wave spectrum. All quantities are normalized on the corresponding background value.
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band Bragg waves. Model simulations show that the direct
effect of the IW on X-band Bragg waves (through straining
effect) is small. Accounting for the wave breaking mecha-
nism, on the other hand, results in a spectrum of Bragg
waves 10 times more energetic in comparison with back-
ground level. In comparison, the modulation of L-band
Bragg waves is mainly provided by their direct interaction
with the current, whereas the effect of the wave breaking
mechanism is small.
[68] IW significantly increases radar return both in X- and
L-band. In X-band the peak-over-background ratio is 30
(or 15 dB), while in L-band it is around 10 (or 10 dB). At
X-band, 60% of the increased radar returns results from
Bragg scattering mechanism, and the rest is supported by
both enhanced scattering from breaking waves and specular
reflection due to enhanced mean square slope. In L-band,
enhanced radar return is formed by Bragg scattering mech-
anism due to modulation of Bragg and tilting waves. Thus
the scattering mechanisms responsible for the radar signature
in X- and L-band are different, although they produce
amplitude of radar modulation of the same order. This
conclusion is consistent with the aircraft SAR observations
discussed by Shuchman et al. [1988], where it was shown
that these IW produce very similar signature for both X- and
L-band with POB ratio of about 15 dB.
5.1.3. SARSEX: Wave Packet G
[69] During this experiment, trains of soliton-like IW
were observed. The typical characteristics of three of these
IW solitons (waves G-2, G-3, and G-4), the near-surface
wind conditions, and the radar geometry used in model
simulations are given in Table 1 (case 3). Unlike the JOWIP
experiment, the radar signatures of IW in this experiment
were observed at higher wind speed, while the wind
direction in respect to the IW was approximately the same.
[70] Figure 15 presents section of X-band and L-band
SAR images containing the radar signatures of waves G-2,
G-3, and G-4, packet G. These data are reproduced from
Gasparovich et al. [1988, Figure 12]. The surface current
velocity induced by IW are model calculations of (60) with
maximum surface current and IW solitons width as they are
listed in Gasparovich et al.’s [1988] Table 1 (Bartlet Track).
In total, the model radar signatures shown in Figure 15 are
consistent with the measurements. The model correctly
reproduces the POB ratio, which is almost the same in both
X- and L-bands. However, an overestimate of model radar
signature for the first soliton (wave G-2) is apparent.
Contribution of the different mechanisms to the radar
signature of wave G-3 (the middle soliton in Figure 15) is
shown in Figure 16. As in the previous cases, both wave
breaking and MSS are significantly modulated by the IW.
Comparing Figures 16 and 14, one can mention that at
higher wind speed the enhancement of wave breaking is
shifted on the forward face of IW, i.e., toward the conver-
gence of the current. Furthermore, the zone of wave
breaking suppression becomes narrower. The modulation
of X-band and L-band Bragg waves is still rather strong,
and again the X-band Bragg wave modulations results from
wave breaking mechanism, while in L-band the straining
mechanism dominates wave modulations.
[71] The peak-over-background ratio for the X- and L-
bands is 3 and 2, correspondingly (or approximately 5 and
3 dB). In X-band the peak of radar modulations results from
equivalent contribution of Bragg scattering and scattering
from breaking waves. In contrast, in L-band the peak
modulation is provided by Bragg scattering mechanism
only. Thus X-band and L-band signatures of the same IW
have approximately the same shape and magnitude of the
contrast. This was found in all studies devoted to the
analysis of JOWIP and SARSEX experiments.
5.2. Sea Front: CoastWatch-95 Experiment
[72] During the ‘‘CoastWatch-95’’ experiment
[Johannessen et al., 1997], ERS-2 SAR images and in situ
observations (meteorological parameters, surface current
velocity, sea temperature and salinity in the upper layer)
were collected nearly simultaneously over the Norwegian
coastal current (NCC). Here we attempt to simulate the
ERS-2 SAR image obtained at 10:31 on 27 September 1995
(orbit 2281, frame 2439). In this case the time gap between
the SAR image and in situ measurements taken from the
ship crossing the front was just 21 min. A fragment of the
SAR image is shown in Figure 17. The accompanying in
situ measurements along ship route (indicated on SAR
image) are presented in Figure 18. As seen, the surface
temperature Tw dropped about 4 across the front. In
addition the surface current was jet-like along the frontal
zone. However, significant changes of the cross front
Figure 13. The measured and the model HH, X-band
radar signature of IW soliton (case 2 in Table 1). (a) Surface
velocity induced by IW soliton. (b) Backscatter power
normalized on the background value. Solid line is the
measurements (reproduced from Kwoh et al. [1988, their
Figure 8]); dashed line is the model.
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Figure 14. Model calculations of the sea surface manifestation of IW soliton (case 2 in Table 1).
(a) Current velocity induced by IW on the sea surface. (b) Modulation of wave breaking. (c) Modulation
of L-band NRCS at HH polarization. Solid line for total NRCS coincides with the line for Bragg
scattering. Contribution of specular reflection and wave breaking is negligible. (d) Modulation of L-band
Bragg wave spectrum. (e) Same as in Figure 14a. (f) Modulation of the mean square slope. (g) Modulation
of X-band NRCS at HH polarization: solid line is total NRCS, and dashed line is sum of quasi-specular
and wave breaking contributions. (h) Modulation of X-band Bragg wave spectrum. All quantities are
normalized on the corresponding background value.
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current component were also observed. In particular, in the
vicinity of the temperature front the sea surface current is
directed perpendicular to the front (from cold to warm
water), leading to a surface current convergence. The atmo-
spheric boundary layer stratification was unstable in the
warm sector and stable in the cold sector. At the same time
the wind direction was steady at a speed around 9.5 m/s.
However, referring to Figure 18b, one may see that in the
cold sector the mean near surface wind speed decreased,
presumably due to the effect of the atmospheric stratifica-
tion. The section of the SAR image along the ship track
(shown in Figure 17) is presented in Figure 18d reveals
higher radar scattering at the warm side of the front, and the
locally enhanced radar returns in the vicinity of the sea
surface temperature front. The measured near surface wind
speed does not exhibit a behavior that could explain the
observed radar signatures in the vicinity of the front.
[73] The measured surface temperature and current
velocities shown in Figure 18 were used to simulate the
NRCS of the sea surface. To obtain the near-surface wind
stress as the input parameter for the wind waves, we have
modeled the transformation of the MABL across the front
using a mean sea surface temperature Tw = 13.5C, air
temperature of Ta = 12.5C and a mean wind speed Uh =
9.5 m/s at the upwind (warm) side of the front. Since the
stratification of the atmospheric boundary layer on the warm
side of the front was unstable (a well-mixed MABL), the
measured air temperature was related to the potential
temperature of the upper bound of the MABL, i.e., TD =
Ta. Then the resistance law (55) was used to estimate the
geostrophic wind velocity G as the input parameter for the
calculations of MABL transformation. It is moreover as-
sumed that G and TD are constant over the sea front. The
friction velocity in each point across the front for the
constant values of G and TD, but for the varying surface
temperature Tw are then calculated. The results are shown in
Figure 19. The adjustment of the atmospheric boundary
layer to the ‘‘cold’’ sea surface temperature on the down-
wind side of the front results in a decrease of the wind speed
and air temperature. These effects were also observed,
though in the model calculations they are more pronounced.
A possible reason is that the measurements from the ship
crossing the front was undertaken during 2 hours, and
during this time, atmospheric variability could have
smeared out the effect of the ABL transformation.
[74] The simulated mean square slope, wave breaking,
and spectrum of Bragg waves across the front are plotted in
Figure 20. The dashed lines show the ‘‘pure’’ effect of
changes of the MABL stratification, while the solid lines
show the ‘‘pure’’ effect of the current (when the wind field
is uniform). The decrease of the wind stress on the cold side
of the front causes a decrease of the mean square slope,
wave breaking, and Bragg waves. The surface current gives
an additional contribution to wave transformation. The
effect of the current on the wave breaking is stronger than
on the mean square slope. Moreover, the modulation of
wave breaking causes modulation of Bragg waves. It is also
apparent that when the wave breaking mechanism is
switched off, the effect of the current of the Bragg waves
is negligible (due to small relaxation time). Comparing
Figure 20b with Figures 20a, 20c, and 20d, we can conclude
that the enhanced wave breaking and generation of Bragg
waves (via modulation of wave breaking) as well as the
increase in mean square slope are occurring in the area of
the surface current convergence. On the other hand, the
effect of the current shear appears not to be significant.
[75] The simulated and observed radar signatures of the
front are shown in Figure 21. The model calculations were
done for C-band, VV polarization, q = 23. Radar look
direction is indicated in Figure 17. The dashed line in
Figure 21b demonstrates the effect of the MABL stratifica-
tion only, which results in stronger radar scattering on the
warm side of the front due to enhanced boundary layer
turbulence and friction velocity. The solid line shows the
joint atmospheric and current effect on the radar scattering.
Figure 21c demonstrates the simulated impact of different
Figure 15. Measured and model HH, X- and L-band radar
signature of train of IW solitons (case 3 in Table 1).
(a) Surface velocity induced by IW solitons. (b) Section of
the X-band SAR image normalized on the background
level. Solid line is the measurements (reproduced from
Gasparovich et al. [1988, Figure 12]), and dashed line is the
model. (c) Same as in Figure 15b, but for the L-band SAR
image.
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Figure 16. Model calculations of the sea surface manifestation of the IW soliton (case 3 in Table 1,
wave G-3). (a) Current velocity induced by IW on the sea surface. (b) Modulation of wave breaking.
(c) Modulation L-band NRCS at HH polarization: solid line is total NRCS, and dashed line is wave
breaking contribution. Contribution of specular reflection is negligible and not shown. (d) Modulation of
L-band Bragg wave spectrum. (e) Same as Figure 16a. (f) Modulation of the mean square slope. (g) Same
as in Figure 16c, but for the X-band. (h) Modulation of X-band Bragg wave spectrum. All quantities are
normalized on the corresponding background value.
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scattering mechanisms on the radar return. As follows from
this plot, the Bragg scattering is the dominating mechanism,
providing about 80% of radar return power on the upwind
side of the front. In the vicinity of the front the mean square
slope and wave breaking are enhanced, and relative con-
tributions of specular reflection from the ‘‘regular’’ surface
and wave breaking to the NRCS are thus increased. More-
over, the enhanced wave breaking generates enhanced
spectrum of Bragg waves, which in turn further increases
the radar signature. Since the sea surface roughness is
enhanced in the convergence zone and suppressed in the
divergence zone, the modulation of the radar returns mainly
follows the current divergence field. Overall, the simulated
radar signature of the sea front is consistent with the SAR
observation.
6. Conclusion
[76] In the present paper we propose a new radar imaging
model of oceanic features of arbitrary origin. This model is
the extension of semi-empirical model of the normalized
radar cross section (NRCS) of the sea surface developed by
Kudryavtsev et al. [2003a] in the case of the nonuniform
medium. It takes into account scattering from ‘‘regular’’
Figure 18. Measurements taken from the ship crossing the sea front along the line shown in SAR image,
Figure 17. (a) Components of the current velocity parallel (dashed line) and perpendicular (solid line) to the
front. (b) Wind speed at height of 15 m. (c) Sea surface temperature (solid line) and air temperature (dashed
line) at height of 15 m. (d) Section of SAR images (normalized on the mean value) taken along ship route.
Figure 17. A fragment of ERS-2 SAR image of
Norwegian coastal current obtained at 1031 UT on 27
September 1995. Arrows indicate wind, radar look, and
north direction. White line is the ship route where
measurements shown in Figure 18 were done.
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surface (by means of resonant Bragg scattering and specular
reflections) and specular reflection from breaking waves.
Description of wind waves is based on solution of the
energy balance equation, where wind forcing, energy dissi-
pation due to viscosity and wave breaking, and nonlinear
wave interactions are taken into account. The latter, in
particular, includes the mechanism of short wave generation
by breaking crests of longer surface waves, proposed by
Kudryavtsev and Johannessen [2004].
[77] Breaking waves play a key role in the radar imaging
model. They (1) scatter radio waves (thus directly contrib-
uting to the NRCS), (2) provide energy dissipation of wind
waves (thus defining the wave spectrum of intermediate
scale waves), and (3) additionally generate short surface
waves (thus affecting Bragg scattering). In the model, the
wave breaking characteristics are expressed in terms of the
same wave breaking statistics introduced by Phillips [1985].
It gives a consistency between radar scattering and the sea
surface components of the radar imaging model.
[78] Transformation of wave spectrum in nonuniform
medium is found as a solution of the wave action conser-
vation equation written in the relaxation approximation.
Unlike other studies, relaxation time is not specified arbi-
trary, but directly related to the wave energy source pro-
ducing background wave spectrum. Such definition gives
consistency between the background spectrum and wave
breaking and their evolution in nonuniform medium. It is
shown that modulation of wave breaking significantly
influences modulation of shorter wind waves. In the range
of short waves related to Ku-, X-, and C-bands the mech-
anism of Bragg waves modulation through wave breaking is
the governing mechanism. Effect of direct interaction of
Bragg waves with the current (straining mechanism) is
negligible, while the mechanism of short wave modulations
via wave breaking gives significant spectral contrast.
[79] Surface current, varying near surface wind field, and
surfactants are considered as the main sources of the
medium nonuniformity. In such cases when an oceanic
features is accompanied with varying surface temperature
(e.g., oceanic front), varying wind field results from the
transformation of the planetary atmospheric boundary layer
over sea surface temperature. The effect of the atmospheric
boundary layer is taken into accounted through the resis-
tance law for the planetary boundary layer. Impact of
surfactants (which can be accumulated in the zones of
surface current convergence) on short wind waves is in-
Figure 19. Modeled and measured atmospheric parameters over the sea front. (a) Modeled (dashed line)
and observed (solid line) wind speed. (b) Modeled (dotted line) and observed (dashed line) air
temperature. Solid line is sea surface temperature. (c) Modeled air friction velocity. (d) Parameter of
MABL stratification (equation (56)).
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cluded in the model through the effective viscosity coeffi-
cient depending of surface film elasticity.
[80] The model is tested against well-controlled experi-
ments JOWIP and SARSEX on internal waves and the
experiment ‘‘CoastWatch-95’’ on radar signatures of surface
features within the Norwegian coastal current. A reasonably
good agreement between model and observations was
obtained. In particular, the model is able to explain the
observed similarity between radar signatures of internal
waves in L- and X-bands. Model calculations show that
in L-band the modulation of Bragg waves is responsible for
the radar signature, while in X-band the effect of wave
Figure 20. Profiles of (a) wave breaking, (b) surface current divergence, (c) C-band Bragg wave
spectrum, and (d) mean square slope over the sea front. Solid lines in Figures 20a, 20c, and 20d) show
variations of the sea surface parameters caused by the effect of the surface current only, while the dashed
lines show effect of the MABL stratification only.
Figure 21. (a) Section of the ERS-2 SAR image (normalized on mean value) along the line shown in
Figure 17. (b) Modeled NRCS over the front (normalized on mean value). (c) Relative contribution of
different scattering mechanism (normalized on mean NRCS): solid line is total NRCS, dash-dotted line is
contribution of Bragg scattering, dashed line is contribution of wave breaking, and dotted line is
contribution of specular reflection.
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breaking through additional generation of Bragg waves and
non-Bragg radar scattering dominates radar signatures.
Moreover, model simulation of the ‘‘CoastWatch-95’’
experiment showed that the governing mechanisms respon-
sible for the radar signature of the ocean front are transfor-
mation of planetary atmospheric boundary layer over the
surface temperature front and wave breaking which is
enhanced in the zones of the surface current convergent.
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